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5 Ways to Love Your Laptop (and Make It Last Longer)
Laptop computers are one of the most
fragile pieces of tech you’ll ever buy,
but they also receive the roughest
treatment. Extend your laptop’s life
with these five easy tips.
Avoid sharp movements during use:
While some newer laptops have an
SSD drive with no moving parts, many
laptops still have mechanical drives
which work a bit like a record player. It
has a head which is like a record player
needle, and a data storage platter like a
record. The head hovers just microns
over the surface of the spinning disk
and a knock can cause them to collide.
Just like a deep scratch on a record,
whatever data was on that section will
be corrupted and lost. Make sure you
always power down the laptop before
moving it or packing it away.
Keep it cool: Your laptop has 2 sure
ways of telling you when it’s too hot the fan and auto-shut off.
Each
component in your laptop is generating
heat, and the harder it’s working, the
more heat each creates. The fan runs to
blow that heat out the vent and keep the
components cool enough to continue
operating. Because there’s no clear
temperature indicator, your fan volume
is the best guide to monitoring laptop
heat. While the laptop is working hard
(and getting hot), the fan will spin
faster and louder. It’s not uncommon

for it to sound like a hair dryer at times!
Help it out by keeping your fan vent
clear of books, blankets, and other
blockages.

take it in for a service if your data is
accessible elsewhere, and of course, in
the event of accident or theft, you’re
fully prepared. Consider an off-site
backup for additional protection, so no
matter what happens with your laptop
Respect the cords: Inside those robust you still have your important files.
looking power cords are a bunch of
delicate wires, begging you to be gentle.
You’d think they should be able to take Call us at 0113 2579992 to give your
a beating, get bent, twisted and run over laptop a life-extending service.
with chair wheels, but unfortunately
not. Keep cords clear of sharp or flatedged items, and when wrapping for
transport try to mimic how it came out
of the box. Wrap the cord gently around
itself or the power adapter and secure
with Velcro or similar.
Carry it in padded style: Look for a
bag that not only fits your laptop but
also provides padding. Your system will
endure countless bumps and bangs as
the bag is moved around, even with
careful use. Ideally your bag has
bottom, side AND top padding, as well
as a waterproof outer. If backpacks
aren’t your style, look for padded or
hard-shelled sleeves.
Back it up: Laptops give us fantastic
mobility but as mentioned above
they’re quite fragile. While a backup
won’t make your laptop components
last longer, it will make minor repairs
that much easier. You’re more likely to

In this newsletter, we talk about
how to prevent computer
problems before they happen.
This will help extend the overall
life of your computer.

“Our managed IT service
happens entirely behind the
scenes.”

How to Make
Computer Issues A
Thing of the Past
We repair many computers and laptops
each week, but unfortunately this is
often ‘closing the barn door after the
horse has bolted’. Computers have a
habit of dying at the worst possible
time – like when an important project is
due tomorrow, or before you copy
family photos to a backup. We’ve
combined our repair services with
preventative measures to ensure this
doesn’t happen to you. Our managed IT
services can remotely take care of all
the computers in your house, protecting
you against both threats and system
failure.

applied
successfully,
and
troubleshooting if required. As an
added advantage, any time new
features are packaged into an update,
you’ll find them already installed for
you.

Early failure detection
Anti-virus always up-to-date
While many homes have anti-virus
software installed, they don’t often
have the latest virus and threat
definitions. These systems are at risk
every minute they spend online, as the
anti-virus simply will not pick up and
stop an unknown threat.
New viruses and hacking threats arise
every day, and there are entire
companies dedicated to creating antivirus updates to catch them. We can
make sure your anti-virus definitions
are always up-to-date, keeping your
computer secure against even the
newest viruses.

Software patches
Hackers like to spend their time
figuring out new ways to break into
computer systems. Software companies
like Microsoft and Apple release
regular patches to close these security
holes. The patches are supposed to be
applied automatically, but we often find
that isn’t the case – patches didn’t
download, were canceled or produced
an error. Our services involve remotely
checking that each patch has been

Some parts in your computer send out
alarm bells when they’re about to die.
Unfortunately, they’re not literal alarm
bells (that would be too convenient),
but information in the background that
needs to be interpreted or manually
checked. We can monitor these and
advise repairs as required.

programs still remain. We can
remotely schedule and run a
regular maintenance routine that
will keep your system running in
top condition and lightning speeds.
Our managed IT service happens
entirely behind the scenes, so there
is no disruption to your
experience. You simply enjoy the
benefits of having your own IT
specialist team at one flat, low
cost. You and your family continue
to use your computer/s as normal,
the only difference is problems are
fixed BEFORE they happen and
your system has the very best
security against threats.

Data protection
Hard drives which store your
information do eventually wear out,
but they’re one of the parts that send
out early failure warnings. We can
monitor this and give you ample
warning so that you have time to back
up your important files. When it’s
time, we’ll work with you to arrange
drive replacement, making sure to
either clone or re-install your
operating system, whichever suits your
needs best.

Start with managed IT services
today.
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Tune-ups
Even the most cared for computer will
slow down over time. Hard drives
become cluttered, operating systems
corrupt and ghosts of uninstalled
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